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BiCMOS Microfluidic Sensor for Single Cell Label-Free Monitoring Through Microwave Intermodulation
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Abstract — A novel microfluidic biosensing platform based on Bipolar-Complementary Oxide Semiconductor (BiCMOS) technology is presented. The device relies on a quadruple electrode system and a microfluidic channel that are directly integrated into the back-end-of-line (BEOL) of the BiCMOS stack. For proof of concept repeatable electrical trapping of single SW620 (colon cancer) cells in the quadruple electrode system is initially demonstrated. Additionally, for the first time a microwave intermodulation technique is used for high sensitivity dielectric spectroscopy, which could pave the way to label-free monitoring of intracellular processes and manipulation such as electroporation.

Index Terms — Biosensor, BiCMOS, cell modeling, coplanar wave-guide, electroporation, microwave, non-linearity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Silicon based microfluidic systems attract increasing interest due to the potential for new and high performance Lab-On-Chip (LOC) functionalities. For example, state-of-the-art BiCMOS technology \cite{1} allows combining microfluidic switches, pumps and mixers on the same chip while supporting low-parasitic and millimeter-wave range sensing. This is not only key to gaining insight regarding individual biological cells with unprecedented specificity \cite{2}; it is also expected to enhance microwave spectroscopy \cite{3} and manipulation techniques concurrent to the optimization of single cell delivery \cite{4} and on-chip interferometry \cite{5}.

Among such techniques electroporation \cite{6} is of interest for cell viability, function and drug delivery control. Yet, on-chip analysis of electroporation is primarily conducted through cytotoxic dye probing and fluorescence spectroscopy. Additionally, electrical monitoring of cell response through linear electrical analysis is (e.g. scattering parameters) can be impaired by the very low signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) \cite{7}.

A novel silicon silicon-based biosensing chip and non-linear electrical analysis were used in this work to demonstrate high-SNR monitoring of cell properties and processes such as electroporation.

II. ORIGIN OF NON-LINEARITY

As a first order approximation, the maximum transmembrane potential (TMP) induced by an alternating

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{(a) Cross-sectional view of the microfluidic platform integrated into a standard BiCMOS process. The 4-electrode system with a single cell and biasing arrangement during (b) trapping and (c) exposure/sensing along with its equivalent circuit model.}
\end{figure}
electric field $E$ that is applied to a cell in the capacitive gap of the quadruple electrode structure in Fig. 1 (a-c) can be modeled by [8]:

$$
TMP = aRE/[1 + (2\pi f\tau)^2]^{1/2}
$$

(1)

where $a$ is a dimensionless factor which depends on the cell geometry, $R$ is the cell radius and $\tau$ is a time constant. For SW620 cells $R \approx 7.5 \, \mu m$ and the parameters in Table I result in a TMP~1V under a 1 MHz, 10V (20 Vpp) sinusoidal signal applied across a 40 $\mu m$ gap ($E=2.5$ KV/cm).

Under such field conditions, electrostatic tractions are generated along the interfaces between the membrane and surrounding media leading to local membrane deformation and change of dielectric properties. Nanopores are thought to form in the plasma membrane for TMP ranging from 0.1 to 1V and enable the outpouring of the intracellular ionic content [6]. Such modification in turn, changes the local electric field and hence the electrostatic tractions through a feedback mechanism that resembles the voltage-force-capacitance relationship in a micro-electromechanical switch. Therefore such dynamics can be investigated through standard non-linear characterization [9] and the device shown in Fig. 1 to ensure precise cell delivery.

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_{RF}$ (mW) @ 15 GHz</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{RF}$ (Vpp) @ 1 MHz</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_0$ ((\Omega))</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_0$ ((\Omega))</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_0$ @ 15 GHz (°)</td>
<td>152.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_r$ ((fF))</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_F$ ((\Omega))</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_F$ (nH)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_0$ (k(\Omega))</td>
<td>23/21.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_G$ ((fF))</td>
<td>1.1/1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau(\mu$s)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. Chip Design, Cell Preparation and Trapping

#### A. Electrode and Microchannel Design

The BEOL of the 0.25 $\mu m$ standard BiCMOS process was modified to fabricate the microchannel and the 3D microelectrodes for cell trapping, stimulation and sensing. The microfluidic channel with a depth and width of 15 $\mu m$, 150 $\mu m$, respectively, was formed via DRIE of oxide in the BEOL. The trapping microelectrode fabrication involved stacking the three last metal levels of the BEOL (Metal5, Metal4 and Metal3) and interconnecting them through a dense mesh of metallic vias across SiO2 layers, as shown in Fig. 1(a).

Four 3D electrodes with overall thickness of up to 9 $\mu m$ were implemented in the middle of the microfluidic channel to ensure efficient trapping and RF probing of flowing cells. Metal2 and Metal1 were not used in order to minimize the coupling to the substrate which would impair the RF sensing. The two thickest (9 $\mu m$) electrodes were used to apply both the dielectrophoresis (DEP) and the RF signals to flowing particles. The two thinnest (0.45 $\mu m$) electrodes, implemented perpendicularly in the middle of the microfluidic channel, were electrically grounded to form an electrical potential cage with insignificant perturbation of the liquid flow. A 3-mm thick PDMS layer was used for sealing of the microfluidic channel while enabling optical transparency.

#### B. Cell Preparation

SW620 (colon cancer) cells were conventionally grown in cell culture flask (37 °C in a humidified 5% CO2 – 95% air incubator) for two days. They were then suspended in a DI water/sucrose isotonic solution with 20 mS/m conductivity. The suspension medium was injected in the microchannel through the flow control system for broadband calibration.
After centrifugation and re-suspension cells were injected in the microchannels for trapping and RF characterization.

C. Single Cell Trapping

The quadruple electrode design formed an efficient electrical trap for single particles that reacted to negative DEP (i.e., for particles showing lower permittivity than the medium flowing in the microfluidic channel). Indeed, since the electric field distribution presents a minimum in the middle of the structure (Fig.1(b)), when the flowing cells passed between the thick microelectrodes they were slowed down and stopped under a DEP sinusoidal signal magnitude of 5V (10 Vpp) at 1 MHz. Eq. (1) and staining essays [7] suggest that cells poration due to the trapping signal is unlikely. After cell trapping the microfluidic flow was interrupted, cells were immobilized and the RF and LF frequency signals were injected through a bias-Tee at the input port as in Fig. 3.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Linear Analysis: Scattering Parameters

Fig 2 shows the measured magnitude and phase of the scattering parameters response from the chip with the suspension medium filling the microchannel. The measured performance was fitted using the broadband circuit model that is shown in Fig. 1(c). There, $Z_0$, $\theta_0$, $R_0$, represent the feeding microstrip line characteristic impedance, electrical length and resistance, respectively. $C_P$, $R_P$, $L_P$ model the fringe shunt capacitance and resistance along with the series inductance associated to the microstrip line discontinuity. $C_G$, $R_G$, represent the capacitance and resistance in the capacitive gap, which depend on the cell presence and properties. However, it should be noticed that (linear) scattering parameters analysis results in variations as small as 0.01 dB when single cells are trapped in similar capacitive gap structures [4, 9]. Vanishingly small differences are also relied upon to discriminate single cells type and viability. Hence, while the scattering response in Fig. 2 was recorded before cell injection, the response after a single cell was trapped is only marginally different, which makes accounting of the cell contribution to $C_G$, $R_G$ parameters challenging.
B. Non-linear Analysis: Microwave Intermodulation

As expected, the harmonic response recorded with the only 15 GHz 10 mW RF carrier featured no sidebands and is not reported here. Conversely, Fig. 4 shows that clearly detectable sidebands were recorded upon superposition of the LF 1MHz 10V sinusoidal signal to the 15 GHz carrier via the bias-Tee. Such stimulus resulted in an LF electric field amplitude comparable to [6] and cells were additionally seen to move towards the E-field minimum as shown in Fig 1(c).

The absolute signals recorded with and without a cell in the capacitive gap are shown in Fig. 4(a). The response without any trapped cell was recorded at the end of the test (7 minutes) and used as baseline when plotting the deviation of the curves recorded at different times in Fig. 4(b-d). The cell presence resulted in significantly different sideband levels (>1 dB at \(+1_{LF}\), <6dB at \(\pm2_{LF}\)), although a marginal decrease in the baseline was also recorded. This was attributed to the smaller series capacitance when a cell replaced the high permittivity medium across the capacitive gap of the sensor.

The harmonic response was periodically sampled every 15 seconds between 0s, when the LF signal was switched on, and 7 minutes, when the test was interrupted. The response recorded between 0s and 360 s showed consistently: 1) no \(\pm3_{LF}\) components 2) smaller \(\pm2_{LF}\) components 3) comparable \(-1_{LF}\) component but larger \(+1_{LF}\) component than in the reference signal. Fluctuations of the sideband levels with respect to the baseline signal are visible in Fig. 4(b-c) and were recorded at intermediate times, however the sign of the deviation signal never changed. A sizeable (~10dB) increase in the \(\pm2_{LF}\) harmonics along with the clear appearance of \(+3_{LF}\) components (~4dB) was observed at 360s, as visible in Fig. 4(c). The appearance of a \(-1_{LF}\) component along with sign reversal of the \(+1_{LF}\) component can also be noticed. Such behavior was maintained over the following 2 minutes after which the test was finally stopped. Several SW620 cells provided repeatable harmonics but somehow different onset times.

The spectrum at 360s also shows that the measured intermodulation variation was qualitatively matched by the circuit model in Fig. 1 (b), where a step-like discontinuity is enforced both in the \(C_G\) and in the \(R_G\) parameters. Such variation is consistent with the capacitance difference between a live and a dead cell [6, 10] and with a sudden increase in the medium conductivity due to intracellular ions outpouring [6]. Both facts are compatible with a compromised membrane integrity ensuing electroporation, although further evidence could be only collected through fluorescence analysis. Nonetheless the present technique underscores the potential for high sensitivity, real-time and label-free monitoring of intracellular processes and manipulation. Indeed, faster sampling of the spectral response could potentially allow overcoming the fluorometry’s tradeoff between fluorescence \(A_{ref}\) sensitivity and die response time.

CONCLUSION

A novel BiCMOS microfluidic chip was developed and applied to precise single cell trapping and functional monitoring through a microwave intermodulation technique. While such technique would need to be coupled to conventional fluorescence analysis for further validation, its potential for real-time, label free and high sensitivity spectroscopy can be appreciated from this preliminary study.
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